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Thank-you for your purchase of our patented Cannagar Solutions packer.   We’ve spent over a 

year in designing this new packer and know it is the best on the market.   

Features of our packer: 

✓ Safety - When it comes to packing in product, you need a safe packer.  One does not need 

anything impaling you while packing due to improper materials and design.  The packer can also be 

cleaned as needed.  In these days, having a packer that can be sterilized is very important.  Best to 

wash by hand and rinse well. 

 

✓ Strength – The top is made from solid plastic with metal threading to securely hold the shaft and 

top together.   The shaft is made of steel and chrome coated to keep product from sticking.  Tips 

are hard anodized with a Teflon coat applied.  This packer will last you for years under normal use. 

 

✓ Savings – This packer is modular.   We have two different shaft lengths.  4 ¾” length shaft for shorter 

molds 5” and under as well as a 7” shaft for the larger molds above 5” long.   Don’t buy a packer for every 

gauge of cigar you want to make.   Buy one packer and buy add-on tips.   We have tips for 22g, 26g, 32g, 

40g, 46g & 52g.    

 

✓ Assembly is easy.   See diagram below on assembling the tip and ball top. 

 

 

 

To use: Put the mold together.   Place skewer down through the mold into the skewer hole at the base of 

the mold.  I’d suggest having the point stick out of the mold.  Then push larger pieces, (1/4”-1/2”), of 

product down and around the skewer at the top. Then push and pack it down into the mold with the 

packer.    Keep in mind, this packer design has tight tolerances and requires that the skewer is no larger 

than 1/8”.   Purchase our skewers for a guaranteed fit.   Be sure to pack it down hard.   Do not use any 

other packing method other than your hand.  That will be enough to pack the product in.   From there, you 

determine how long you want it in the mold.  Dozens of ways to finish the cigar when you are done.   

Research and test what best works for you. 

Have fun and enjoy the products you produce!  Please provide a review on our site or email us.   

If you feel you cannot give us 5 stars, please contact us and allow us to do what we can to make you 

satisfied with our products. 
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